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The energies and dispersions of the image states and quantum well electronic states in layers of Xe
and Kr on a Ag~111! substrate were determined by angle-resolved two-photon photoemission
~ARTPPE!. For Xe, we measured binding energies of unoccupied electronic states for 1–9 layers
and their parallel dispersion out to 4 layers. We measured the binding energies for a monolayer of
Kr and dispersions for one and two layers. Then52 andn53 image states of the bare metal evolve
into quantum well states of the layer~states of the Xe conduction band discretized by the boundary
conditions of a 2-D slab! at higher Xe thicknesses, where then52,3 states exhibit both a
perpendicular and parallel dispersion similar to that of the bulk Xe conduction band. Then51 state
appears to evolve with coverage as an image state screened by the Xe layer, with appreciable
electron density in the vacuum. A continuum dielectric model~modified image state picture!
reproduces the gross trends in the data, while an explicit quantum well analysis is used to extract the
bulk Xe conduction band dispersion. A simple model which takes into account the band structures
of the substrate and the overlayer, as well as the image potential, gives good agreement with the
binding energy data. The combination of high energy and momentum resolution along both the
surface parallel and surface normal yields very precise measurements of the bulk Xe conduction
band as well as information about the behavior of conduction band electrons at interfaces. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!00933-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid Xe serves as a model system for understanding
aspects of band structure and transport in both
semiconductors1 and insulators2 due to its large band gap,
high excess electron mobility, and the simple closed shell
electronic structure of the Xe atom. Thus adlayers of noble
gases on metals hold promise for understanding the elec-
tronic structure of ultrathin metal/semiconductor and metal/
insulator interfaces. Also, the study of quantum well~QW!
states associated with such layers should provide important
information about the bulk band structure.3 Recently, ultra-
violet photoemission spectroscopy has been used to investi-
gate the occupied quantum well electronic states in
metal/metal,4 metal/semiconductor,5,6 and metal/insulator7

systems. In this paper, we present angle-resolved two-photon
photoemission~ARTPPE! spectra of theunoccupiedquan-
tum well and image states in the presence of insulating layers
of Xe and Kr on Ag~111!. Our ARTPPE spectrometer has a
resolution of 7 meV and is well-suited to the study of surface
and adsorbate states in the range of energies from slightly
below the Fermi level up to the vacuum level. ARTPPE has
been applied to a variety of metal and semiconductor sur-
faces yielding energies,8–10 dispersions, and lifetimes11–13of
excited states on the surface. The technique has also been
used to study a monolayer of Xe where the changes in image
state binding energy and dispersion were assigned to the
work function shift due to adsorption and the polarization of

the Xe layer.14 ARTPPE investigations of layers of
alkanes15,16 revealed a sensitive dependence of the electronic
structure on the layer thickness and the presence of localized
electronic states. TPPE spectra of layers of metal on
metal17,18 have demonstrated the pinning of image states to
the local work function, linewidth broadening due to lateral
electron confinement on islands of adsorbate, and quantum
well states.

The Xe/Ag~111! ARTPPE spectrum exhibits a complex
dependence on coverage~Fig. 1! with several sharp spectral
features, one of which becomes less bound at higher cover-
age while other features become more bound. The spectral
feature which becomes less bound for thicker Xe layers is
attributed to then51 image state of the layer, located pri-
marily at the layer/vacuum interface. Then52,3 image
states become QW states of the layer at 7–9 layers of Xe and
exhibit a mixed QW/image state behavior at intermediate
coverage. In simplest terms, the attractive electron affinity of
the Xe slab provides a shallow quantum well, bounded by
the bulk band gap of the substrate on one side and the image
potential on the other side. Since the spectra appear to dis-
play both image state and QW state characteristics over the
range of experimental conditions, we offer interpretations of
the data based these two viewpoints: a continuum dielectric
~modified image potential! picture and an explicit quantum
well model. Then we propose a simple model which attempts
to account for the most important features identified in pre-
vious models: the band structure of the metal substrate, the
band structure of the Xe overlayer, and the screened image
potential of the adsorbate/metal system.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Details of our experimental apparatus are published
elsewhere14 and are only briefly described here. A 2 MHz
train of 6 ps pulses at wavelengths of 590–620 nm was gen-
erated by a synchronously-pumped, cavity-dumped dye la-
ser. Second harmonic generation was achieved by means of a
2 mm BBO crystal. The laser was tuned so that the photon
energy of the second harmonic was just below the work
function in order to be able to investigate states near the
vacuum level while keeping one-photon photoemission
down to acceptable levels~below the point where space-
charge broadening has a noticeable effect on the spectral
features!. The second harmonic and the residual fundamental
beam were focused collinearly on the sample. The energies
of emitted electrons were determined by a time-of-flight
single-electron-counting spectrometer.

The parallel dispersion was measured by varying the
angle of the sample with respect to the detector using a go-
niometer sector capable of angles between24° and 20°.
The angular acceptance of the detector was61.6°. Typical
raw data is shown in Fig. 2 along with a typical dispersion
relation. At a given angleu the wave vector along the sur-
face parallelki was determined from the sample angle and
photoelectron kinetic energyE as follows:

ki5A2meE/\
2sinu. ~1!

A fit to the parabolic dispersion relation,E5E01\2ki
2/

2m* , whereE0 is the kinetic energy for emission normal to
the surface, determined the effective massm* .

The sample was cooled as low as 45 K by means of a
liquid helium cryostat. The UHV chamber background pres-
sure was;1310210 Torr. Mono- and bilayer Kr and Xe
were obtained by cooling the sample and backfilling the
chamber with sample gas at pressures and sample tempera-
tures specified by the phase diagrams of Kr and Xe on
Ag~111!.19,20 At a Xe pressure of;231026 Torr and at
temperatures between 82–68 K a monolayer of Xe formed.
At a Xe pressure of;231026 Torr and a temperature of
67–66 K a bilayer formed. Experiments were performed
quickly to minimize the effects of contaminants in the cham-
ber or sample gas. Xenon multilayers were formed by care-
fully metered dosing of the cooled (;45 K! sample. The
spectrum for a monolayer Xe grown by backfilling the cham-
ber with Xe at temperatures and pressures specified by the
2-D phase diagram of Xe/Ag~111! was indistinguishable
from the spectrum for a monolayer of Xe obtained by me-
tered dosing at 45 K. This is consistent with Xe/Ag~111!
x-ray structure results,21 which show Xe to form an incom-
mensurate hexagonal layer on the Ag~111! surface, whether

FIG. 1. Two-photon photoemission spectra of Xe/Ag~111! at a series of
coverages~1–9 atomic layers, approximately!. After two layers, the Xe
coverage is non-uniform, and peaks corresponding to more than one cover-
age are visible in a given spectrum. The dark line through the peaks indi-
cates which peak is assigned to the coverage~in monolayers! indicated at
the left of the figure. A non-linear background was subtracted from the
spectra in order to enhance the clarity of the features.

FIG. 2. In plot ~a! spectra of then51 state of a monolayer of Xe on
Ag~111! at a series of angles are displayed. The peak energy positions are
used to determine the dispersion relation~see the text!. In plot ~b! reduced
dispersion data for a monolayer of Xe on Ag~111! are shown along with a
parabolic fit determining the experimental effective mass, yielding
m* /me50.9560.1.
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the layer is grown by metered dosing by time~non-
equilibrium conditions! or by backfilling~equilibrium condi-
tions!.

The adsorption-induced work function shift changes the
contact potential difference between the sample and detector
which in turn changes the measured kinetic energy of the
photoelectrons. In order to determine binding energies with
respect to the vacuum, the work function change must be
determined. The adsorbate-induced work function shiftDF
was determined by TPPE and confirmed via threshold UPS.
A fit of the UPS data to the Fowler form22 determined the
work function. The work function shift was determined from
the TPPE spectrum by analyzing the convergence of the im-
age series to the vacuum level using the quantum defect for-
mula, E520.85/(n1a)2, and simultaneously solving for
the quantum defecta, the binding energy with respect to the
vacuumE, and the position of the vacuum level~the energy
to which the series converges!, for both the clean and the
adsorbate-covered surface. Then the energy difference be-
tween the vacuum level for the clean and adsorbate-covered
surface yields the work function change due to the adsorbate.
~The quantum defect formula can only be applied to the bare
surface and the monolayer, where the states are still approxi-
mately hydrogenic. For bilayer, only UPS results were used.!
The UPS and TPPE results for the work function change due
to the monolayer agree to within 10 meV. Our results dif-
fered somewhat from other threshold photoemission work23

in that we observed most of the work function difference
occurring in the first layer (DF520.500 eV!, with a small
shift (DF520.036 eV! for the second layer, and no shift
within experimental uncertainty for the third layer. We at-
tribute this discrepancy to uncertainty in the determination of
coverage in the previous work. The work function shift due
to the presence of a monolayer of Kr was determined to be
20.30 eV.

III. COVERAGE DEPENDENCE OF THE SPECTRAL
FEATURES

The TPPE spectra of Xe/Ag~111! at various thicknesses
of Xe are presented in Fig. 1, and the binding energies of the
n51,2,3 states are plotted in Fig. 3~the labelsn51,2,3
represent the image state levels to which the states corre-
spond in the limit of zero coverage!. The binding energies of
the image states on a monolayer of Kr were determined to be
20.62 and20.19 eV forn51 andn52, respectively.

For the first layer, the features are similar to the
n51,2,3 image states of clean Ag~111!, as shown by Merry
et al.14 The n51 feature on a monolayer of Xe is signifi-
cantly narrower than that on the clean Ag~111! surface, sug-
gesting a longer lifetime of then51 state in the presence of
a layer of Xe. At the completion of a bilayer, the signal
intensity of then51 peak is reduced relative to then52,3
features while the peak shifts to lower binding energy. The
n52,3 peaks, however, move to a slightly higher binding
energy. Past the third layer, the binding energy of then51
peak changes very little with coverage, while the binding
energy of then52 peak increases by 70 meV in going from

three to four layers. The marked contrast between the cover-
age dependence of then51 peak and then52,3 peaks sug-
gests that the states exist in different locations along the axis
perpendicular to the surface.The coverage dependence of the
n51 peak is characteristic of image states outside an insu-
lating layer, whereas the coverage dependence of the
n52,3 states is characteristic of QW states of the Xe layer.

The angular dependence of the TPPE features was deter-
mined for 1–4 layers of Xe and for one and two layers of Kr.
The angle-resolved spectra of then51 state on a monolayer
of Xe at a series of angles between 0° and 16° are shown in
Fig. 2 along with the reduced parallel dispersion data with a
parabolic fit. The coverage dependence of the effective mass
of the n51,2 states of Xe/Ag~111! is shown in Fig. 4. For
both then51 andn52 states, the effective mass goes from
that of a free electron (0.9560.1 me for n51) at monolayer
coverage to significantly less than that of a free electron

FIG. 3. Experimental binding energies~symbols! of then51,2,3 states as a
function of Xe coverage, and a comparison to the results of a dielectric
model ~solid lines!. Energies are with respect to the vacuum level. The
dielectric model reproduces the trends in the data as a function of layer
thickness but is quantitatively unsatisfactory.

FIG. 4. Effective masses ofn51 and n52 states as a function of Xe
coverage. Data from two separate experiments are shown. See the text for
uncertainty estimate.
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(0.660.2 me for n51) at 4 layers of coverage. Then51
effective masses for 1–2 layers of Kr follow the same trend
as for Xe (0.960.1 me for a monolayer, 0.860.2 me for a
bilayer!.

IV. COMPARISON TO THEORY

The binding energy of then51 state decreases by 16%
over the range of 1–9 layers. Most of this shift takes place
over the first few layers. Such a decrease in binding energy
with layer thickness has been observed for image states on
n-alkanes,15 which have a negative~repulsive! electron
affinity13 and where the electron density is located in the
vacuum. Due to the similarity of the coverage dependence
for n51 on Xe/Ag~111! with the coverage dependence for
n51 observed on alkane layers, we assign then51 state to
be an image state residing primarily at the Xe/vacuum inter-
face. In contrast the binding energies of then52,3 states
monotonically increase as the number of layers increases, in
agreement with what is expected for QW states of the Xe
conduction band. The energies of such QW states should
approach the bulk Xe conduction band minimum for thicker
layers. Thus we compare the data to the results of two types
of models, each of which represents different assumptions as
to the relative importance of the dielectric nature of the ad-
sorbate and its band structure. The dielectric continuum
model treats the adsorbate as a structureless dielectric. The
QW models ignore dielectric effects within the layer and use
bulk potentials in the layer.

A. Dielectric continuum model

To model image states perturbed by the presence of the
dielectric layer, we have employed the well-established di-
electric continuum model for image states outside an insula-
tor layer on a perfect conductor, first presented along with
numerical solutions by Cole.24,25 An approximate analytic
form for the wave function was developed by Trninic´-Radja
et al.26 This model represents an attempt to account for the
effect of the dielectric nature of the adsorbate~represented
by a dielectric constant and an affinity level! on image state
binding energies. Binding energies for image states on liquid
He27 and thin layers of alkanes on a metal13 can be explained
by this model. However, this model does not take into ac-
count the band structure of the layer, which should be im-
portant for states residing in the layer.

In the dielectric continuum model, the electrostatic po-
tential on the inside of the dielectric slab as presented by
Jackson28 is given by

Vi~z!52
e2

4ez
1

e2~e21!

4e~e11!~ t2z!

2
e2~e21!~ t12z!

4e~e11!t~ t1z!
1dVi~z!2EA, ~2!

wherez is the distance from the metal surface,t is the thick-
ness of the layer, the electron affinity of the layer EA is
treated as an additive constant and is set to the Xe conduc-

tion band value of 0.5 eV,29 e is the static dielectric constant
of Xe, and the correction term is given by the infinite series

dVi~z!52
e2z2

2et3(k52

`
~21!k

k~k22z2/t2! S e21

e11D
k

. ~3!

Numerical computation yields the following explicit ap-
proximation fordVi(z),

dVi~z!'dVi~ t !•
z2

t2
@120.55~12z/t !10.30~12z/t !2#.

~4!

The series fordVi can be summed atz5t to give,

dVi~ t !5
e2

4et F ~11b!2

b
ln~11b!2

3

2
b21G

whereb5
e21

e11
. ~5!

The electrostatic potential in the vacuum, first presented
by Cole,25 can be written as,

Vo~z!52
e2

2~e11!z
2

e2~e21!

4~e11!~z2t !
1dVo~z! ~6!

and the correction term is given by

dVo~z!52
e2et

~e11!2z(k51

`
~21!k21k

~kt1z! S e21

e11D
k

. ~7!

The correction term can adequately be approximated by

dVo~z!'
2t2

z~ t1z!
•

dVo~ t !

110.222S e21

e11D • ln~z/t !

, ~8!

where the value ofdVo at z5t is given by

dVo~ t !52
e2

t F e

~e221!
• lnS 2e

e11D2
1

2~e11!G . ~9!

Two steps were taken to avoid the singularities in the
electrostatic solution at the interface. First, a cutoff was im-
posed at24 eV near the metal, resulting in a bare metal
binding energy of20.75 eV which is close to the experi-
mental value for clean Ag~111! of 20.77 eV. Second, the
potential is linearly interpolated betweenV(t2b/2) and
V(t1b/2) near the dielectric/vacuum interface. The Schro¨-
dinger equation incorporating this potential is solved by nu-
merically integrating the wave function from the origin
~where the wave function is set to zero, corresponding to a
hard wall boundary at the metal! out to a large distance~130
Å! in the vacuum using a 4th and 5th order Runge–Kutta
integrator with adaptive step sizes. The solutions are evalu-
ated at largez over a range of energies to find solutions
which vanish at largez and are eigenstates of the model
potential.

The potential given by the dielectric model fore53.0,
EA50.5 eV, andb53 Å for various layer thicknesses is
shown in Fig. 5. The resulting binding energies are shown in
Fig. 3, plotted with the binding energies extracted from the
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data of Fig. 1. Although the model overestimates the binding
energies for all three states, it is significant that it does re-
produce the major trends in the data: then51 image poten-
tial state energy becomes more positive while the higher
quantum state energies become more negative as the adlayer
thickness increases.

This has two implications. First, dielectric screening of
the electron–metal interaction by the xenon slab is important
for then51 electron. Second, the attractive potential repre-
sented by the EA term in Eq.~2! transforms then52,3 im-
age states into quantum well states of the layer as thickness
increases. This suggests that then52,3 energies should be
analyzed by a model which takes explicit account of their
quantum well character, as is done below. It is also interest-
ing that the wave functions predicted by the continuum
model show a tendency for the probability associated with
the n51 image potential electron to move out toward the
adlayer/vacuum interface as shown in Fig. 6.

B. Discrete wave vector model for QW states

The energies of QW states can be analyzed to give in-
formation on the perpendicular dispersion of the bulk band
from which they derive. According to the theory of Loly and
Pendry,3 QW wave functions possess a factor of sinkzz. For
wave functions in a layerN atoms deep the wave function
must vanish atz50 andNd, whered is the interplanar spac-
ing, leading to the bound state conditionkz5p j /Nd, where
j is the quantum number of the QW state.~Due to a different
definition of the layer boundaries, Ref. 3 usesN11 instead
of N.! In the effective mass approximation the energy levels
will follow the dispersion relationE5\2kz

2/2m* . Thus the
electronic energy levels of a quantum well can be thought of
as a discretized band structure. If the energies of the states
for a range of thickness are plotted againstkz , the perpen-
dicular dispersion can be observed. The band structure infor-
mation obtained by this analysis is complementary to band
structure information obtained by angle resolved measure-

ments of the parallel dispersion: By performing angle re-
solved measurements and coverage resolved measurements,
a large area of the 3-D surface corresponding to the conduc-
tion band (E(ki ,kz)) can be determined. In Fig. 7 the bind-

FIG. 5. The potential used in the dielectric model eigenenergy calculations.
The potential is the solution to the electrostatic problem of an electron in or
near a dielectric slab on a metal surface. The results for 1–3 layers of Xe
~3.6 Å per layer,e53.0) are shown. The image potential at the metal is cut
off at 24 eV. The potential is linearly interpolated over a region of width
b53 Å at the Xe/vacuum interface.

FIG. 6. The resulting probability densities for the dielectric continuum
model for then51 ~solid lines! andn52 ~dashed lines! states for 0,2,4, and
6 layers of a slab of dielectric constante53.0 and electron affinity EA50.5
eV. This figure illustrates the tendency of then51 state to have significant
electron density at the Xe/vacuum interface at these coverages while the
n52 state looks like a hydrogenicn52 image state for a monolayer but
tends to move inside the layer and have a node near the Xe/vacuum inter-
face, which is indicative of a quantum well state, for thicker layers.

FIG. 7. Perpendicular dispersion plot of Xe quantum well states. The per-
pendicular wave vector is determined by the layer thickness and the quan-
tum number of the state. The perpendicular dispersion of thej51,2 quan-
tum well states~which correspond to then52,3 image states! is fit to a
parabola, yielding a Xe conduction band minimum of20.55 eV and an
effective mass of 0.57me . The higherkz values correspond to lower cov-
erage. Energies for thej51 state are plotted versuskz for 2–9 Xe layers,
and energies for thej52 state are plotted versuskz for 4–9 layers.
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ing energies of then52,3 states are plotted with respect to
the perpendicular momentum along with a fit to a parabola
determining an experimental value for the Xe conduction
band edge of20.55 eV and an effective mass of 0.57me .
Here we have assumed that then52,3 states are thej51,2
quantum well states, respectively. The binding energies
qualitatively match the expected quantum well behavior for
7–9 Xe layers. In the range of 1–3 layers the dispersion is
too flat to correspond to a QW state derived from the Xe
conduction band, suggesting thatn52,3 are modified image
states at low coverage. At intermediate coverage the slope of
the dispersion curve changes smoothly from flat dispersion
to parabolic dispersion, suggesting that then52,3 states in
this range are ‘‘mixed’’ states that possess both image state
and QW state character, i.e., the wave functions reside in the
layer and vacuum to a somewhat equal degree.

It is interesting to note that the crossover between
image-like and quantum well-like behavior appears to occur
at approximately the thickness corresponding to the expecta-
tion value^z&56a0n

2 for the same state in the hydrogenic
image state model30—at four layers~14 Å thick! for n52
and at seven layers~25 Å thick! for n53. This result can be
interpreted in terms of perturbation theory as follows. For the
monolayer, the states are only slightly perturbed from those
of the clean surface because of the small spatial overlap of
the layer potential with the hydrogenic~zero order! wave
function. When the layer is thick enough for significant over-
lap with the zero order wave function (t.^z&) , then52,3
wave functions are brought down in energy by the attractive
Xe layer potential. In contrast, then51 state energy is in the
Xe gap, therefore then51 state is pushed out into the
vacuum by the Xe layer.

C. A quantum well on a NFE substrate

We observe that the dielectric model with a hard wall at
the metal correctly predicts the gross features of the data but
fails quantitatively, especially in that the energies ofn52,3
drop too fast as a function of layer thickness. The discrete
wave vector model ignores the metal substrate and the image
potential in the vacuum. We have developed a simple model
which takes into account the important physics of both mod-
els and properly treats the electronic structure of the sub-
strate. QW states of a metal layer on a metal substrate have
been successfully modeled as a two-band nearly-free-
electron~NFE! metal on a two-band NFE substrate with an
image potential in the vacuum.31,32 However, the wide Xe
gap with a flat core-level valence band precludes the use of
the two-band NFE model for states near the Xe conduction
band. It is more proper to ignore the Xe valence band by
settingVXe to the Xe conduction band minimum and using
the effective mass approximation for the conduction band
dispersion. This recognizes that it is the Xe conduction band
which is the origin of the QW states. Therefore we will treat
the Ag~111! substrate as an NFE material and construct a
potential outside the metal using the effective mass approxi-
mation to the Xe conduction band and the image potential
outside a dielectric slab on a metal substrate from Sec. IV A.

The particulars of the model are as follows. In the sub-
strate the two-band NFE approximation is used. This ap-
proximation has been successful in describing the substrate
for the case of surface states in the band gap of a metal. Such
states possess an exponential tail in the metal which can be
adequately described in the two-band NFE approximation.
The notation used here is taken from Ref. 33. In the two-
band NFE approximation the crystal potential is written as a
Fourier expansion in multiples of the reciprocal lattice vector
g, and only the first two terms,Vg ,V2g are kept. For crystals
with inversion symmetryVg5V2g . Electron energies« with
respect to the zero of energy~taken to be the band energy at
zone center! for the two-band NFE model are given by solv-
ing the secular equation

U~\2/2m* !k22« Vg

Vg ~\2/2m* !~k2g!22«U50. ~10!

At the zone boundary atg/2 there is an energy gap of
width 2uVgu. Within the gap solutions exist for complexk,
which correspond to an evanescent wave decaying into the
metal. The wave vector can be represented as a sum of real
and imaginary components,k5p1 iq.

For solutions along the surface normal Eq.~10! yields
the standard results

p5gz/2, ~11!

~\2/2m* !q25~4«Eg1Vg
2!1/22~«1Eg!, ~12!

Eg5~\2/2m* !p2, ~13!

sin~2d!52~\2/2m* !~pq/Vg!, ~14!

whereEg is the midgap energy,m* is the effective mass,
andgz52p/d whered is the interplanar spacing. The wave
function in the crystal is given by

c5eqzcos~pz1d!. ~15!

The sign ofVg depends on the symmetry of the wave func-
tion at the top and bottom of the gap. For Ag~111! the band
gap is Shockley-inverted: solutions are s-like at the top of the
gap and p-like at the bottom. This case corresponds to
Vg.0.

We used a value of20.55 eV with respect to the
vacuum for the bulk Xe conduction band minimum and a
bulk Xe effective mass of 0.57me taken from the discrete
wave vector analysis in the previous section. The Xe inter-
planar spacing of 3.577 Å was taken from x-ray data.21 The
Ag~111! parameters were taken from calculations of clean
surface image and surface state binding energies.34 In the
vacuum the potential was taken to be the image potential
outside a dielectric slab given in Eq.~6! with a cutoff at 1.3
Å from the layer/vacuum boundary. The dielectric constant
was fixed ate52, which was calculated from the Clausius–
Mossotti equation using the atomic polarizability of Xe and
the density of solid Xe. An illustration of the potential is
given in Fig. 8.

The eigenstates of the model potential were determined
by numerical integration as follows. The 2-band NFE solu-
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tion for the substrate corresponding to an evanescent wave
decaying into the metal substrate is evaluated at the
substrate/overlayer interface. The slope and value are then
propagated numerically through the flat overlayer potential
~where the kinetic energy is evaluated using an effective
mass of 0.57me) and out into the vacuum~where the mass is
me) using a 4th and 5th order Runge–Kutta integrator with
adaptive step sizes. The trial solutions are evaluated at large
z for a range of energies to find solutions which are ‘‘well-
behaved at infinity,’’ i.e., eigenstates. The accuracy of this
numerical technique was verified by comparison to the re-
sults obtained by multiple reflection theory34 for clean
Ag~111! using the potential for the clean surface~i.e., zero
layers of Xe!.

This model was used to determine binding energies for
1–9 layers of Xe. A cutoff of 1.3 Å in the image potential
outside the layer gave the best fit to the data. Binding ener-
gies are shown in Fig. 9 and the corresponding probability
densities are shown in Fig. 10. The binding energies pre-
dicted by the model underestimate slightly then52,3 bind-

ing energies, but the overall agreement with the data is good.
The n52 probability density possesses a maximum in the
Xe layer, whereas then51 density exponentially decays
within the layer. This is expected since then52 state is
above the Xe gap and thus the wave function propagates~is
plane wave-like! in the layer. However, then51 state is in
the Xe gap and does not propagate in the layer.

V. DISCUSSION

The coverage dependent spectra exhibited several types
of behavior which we attribute to image states, quantum well
states, and ‘‘mixed’’ states. Then51 state behaves as a
screened image state of the composite metal/dielectric inter-
face at intermediate Xe coverage. On the other hand, the
n52,3 image states become quantum well states of the over-
layer at 71 layers of Xe and exhibit a coverage dependence
in-between that expected for image and quantum well states
for 3–6 layers. An important difference between image states
and quantum well states is that image states are energetically
within the Xe gap while quantum well states are energeti-
cally within the Xe conduction band. Based on this distinc-
tion then51 state, which is below the Xe conduction band
in energy, is an image state while then52,3 states are quan-
tum well states. The image state binding energy depends
largely on the electrostatics of the insulator/vacuum inter-
face, while the energy of the quantum well states depends on
the perpendicular dispersion and the minimum of the Xe
conduction band.

FIG. 8. Potential used in calculating the quantum well states for 1, 2, and 3
layers of Xe. The potential in the layer is set to the Xe conduction band
minimum. The potential in the vacuum is the continuum electrostatics solu-
tion for an electron outside a dielectric layer on a metal substrate. The model
is described in Sec. IV C.

FIG. 9. Comparison between experimental binding energies for the
n51,2,3 states for Xe overlayers~symbols! and the predictions of the quan-
tum well model described in Sec. IV C~solid lines!.

FIG. 10. Calculated probability densities for then51,2 states for 2,4,6, and
8 layers of Xe/Ag~111! calculated using the model outlined in Sec. IV C for
the case of a Xe layer. The vertical lines indicate the thickness of the Xe
layer. The solid line represents then51 state and the dashed line represents
then52 state. The potential used to calculate the wave functions is shown
in Fig. 8.
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A. Dielectric continuum model

The results of the dielectric continuum model of Sec.
IV A indicate that then51 state moves to more positive
binding energy~i.e., weaker binding! due to the dielectric
polarization of the Xe slab in the presence of the image po-
tential electron. This is a combination of two competing ef-
fects. First, the polarizable Xe adlayer, characterized by di-
electric constante, serves to screen the image electric field
between the electron and the metal, leading to a more posi-
tive binding energy. Screening is primarily due to the first
term in Eq. ~2! and the first term in Eq.~6!. Second, the
induced polarization interaction between the electron and the
Xe slab, represented by the second term in Eq.~6!, is attrac-
tive and favors a more negative binding energy. This model
correctly predicts that the net effect for then51 state is
weaker binding to the interface as each of the first five or six
layers is added~Fig. 3!, which results in a shift of electron
density toward the Xe/vacuum interface. This reduction in
binding energy is manifest in this model for any case where
the affinity of the layer is repulsive with respect to the
n51 binding energy. For states above the affinity level in
the layer, the state ‘‘falls into’’ the layer at some thickness.
The fact that the affinity level~Xe conduction band mini-
mum! falls between then51 andn52 energies separates
the coverage dependent behavior of the two states.

B. Relative intensities and lifetime

The relative intensities~Fig. 1! of the peaks as a function
of Xe coverage give additional evidence as to the nature of
the states. The linewidths would also be important but were
difficult to determine due to overlapping features. Photo-
emission from then51 state becomes reduced in intensity
relative to that from then52,3 states for 3 and 4 layers of
Xe, but is similar in intensity for 6–8 layers of Xe. This is
consistent with our assignment of then51 state to an image
state of the Xe layer, primarily located at the vacuum/Xe
interface. The intensity of this feature may be determined by
two competing effects related to the location of then51
state at the layer/vacuum interface. The initial decrease in
intensity may be due to the fact that the probability of exci-
tation of a substrate electron into then51 state becomes
lower as a function of coverage since the state is located
relatively far from the initial states in the metal making the
spatial overlap with the bulk states small. Similarly, the in-
crease in relative intensity at 6–8 layers is likely due to an
increase in the lifetime of then51 state. The lifetime in-
crease is due to the fact that the electron must tunnel though
a thicker layer in order to decay into the metal.

C. Perpendicular and parallel dispersion

The n52,3 states at higher coverage possess a perpen-
dicular dispersion similar to accepted Xe conduction band
values as shown in Fig. 7 and Sec. IV B. The influence of the
Xe conduction band can also be seen in the angle-resolved
data ~Fig. 4!, where the dispersion is measured along the
surface parallel while the perpendicular momentum is fixed

by the layer thickness. The effective masses measured along
the surface parallel are higher than accepted bulk Xe conduc-
tion band values because for the first few layers a significant
fraction of the probability density of the states is in the metal
and in the vacuum which has the effect of increasing the
effective mass. The effective mass for then51 image state
on a clean Ag~111! surface~corresponding to the limiting
case of a state where all the probability density is outside the
layer! is 1.3me . The parallel dispersion of then51 state is
free-electron-like for the monolayer (m* /me50.95) and the
effective mass monotonically decreases tom* /me50.6 at
four layers. Also apparent from Fig. 4 is that, for a given
layer thickness, then51 state has a lower effective mass
~closer to the bulk Xe value of 0.35me)

35 than that of the
n52 state. This may be due to differences in the spatial
overlap of the states with the substrate and overlayer. Ac-
cording to our calculations in Sec. IV C then52 state has a
higher probability density in the metal thann51 which
should increase the effective mass with respect ton51. The
probability densities for two and four layers~Fig. 10! show
that, for up to four layers, then51 state has more electron
density in the layer than does then52 state.

It should be noted that the high energy and momentum
resolution afforded by this technique along both the surface
parallel and surface normal yield the most precise, detailed
spectra to date of the Xe conduction band. Angle-resolved
UPS of a bulk single crystal conducted at a variety of wave-
lengths can also map out the conduction band structure, but
UPS resolution is ultimately limited by hole lifetime effects
and the fact thatkz is only partially conserved in photoemis-
sion from bulk material.

D. QW on a NFE substrate

Our QW treatment is guaranteed to reproduce the clean
surface results in the limit of zero coverage and the perpen-
dicular dispersion of the Xe conduction band in the limit of a
very thick Xe layer. It also appears to adequately describe
the data of some~then52,3! states in the intermediate case
of 1–9 layers. The probability density of the wave functions
in Fig. 10 indicates that for two Xe layers approximately 5%
of the n52 wave function is in the layer whereas for 8
atomic layers of Xe approximately 95% of the wave function
is in the layer. The QW treatment is perhaps successful be-
cause it partitions the wave function more or less correctly
between the layer, vacuum, and substrate, allowing the sub-
strate and vacuum parts of the potential to primarily deter-
mine then52,3 binding energy for the first few layers but
allowing the overlayer potential to dominate for thicker lay-
ers.

Merry et al.14 discussed the effect of the work function
shift due to adsorption on the image state binding energy. In
our application of this model, we took into account the work
function shift of20.5 eV. Therefore this effect of the sub-
strate band structure is explicitly accounted for in this model,
allowing for a comparison of the relative importance of the
work function shift, the dielectric layer, and the band struc-
ture of the layer.
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VI. CLOSING COMMENTS

The binding energies and effective masses of the excited
states of the Xe/Ag~111! interface within an electron-volt
below the vacuum level have been measured using ARTPPE
for one to nine atomic layers. Purely 2-D image potential
states~which only propagate freely in the plane of the sur-
face! evolve into quantum well states that converge to the
conduction band states of the 3-D bulk xenon solid with
increasing layer thickness. This work demonstrates that
ARTPPE is a powerful technique for studying the transition
from two- to three-dimensional electronic structure at na-
nometer scale interfaces. We conclude that the simple QW
model outlined in Sec. IV C accounts for the energies of the
n51,2,3 states over the range of coverages examined in this
work. Work has been done to extend the time resolution of
this technique to,100 fs.13 These ultrafast measurements of
electron dynamics as a function of parallel and perpendicular
momentum should lead to a better understanding of charge
transport across interfaces involving dissimilar materials and
low-dimensional electronic structures.
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